Advanced Technology.
Personalized Designs.
Endless Possibilities.

Home, Office, & Hotel Automation & Controls

Applicable Areas

Messung Systems, started in 1981, is a pioneer in manufacturing indigenously designed
high-quality products in India. Today our portfolio extends to home, office & hotel
automation, building and infrastructure automation, power distribution, workplace
ergonomics, and test & measuring equipment.

High-end homes

Apartments

In a constantly developing world, technology is constantly evolving for our comfort,
convenience and ease of operation. India’s demand for smart homes, offices and hotels
is growing exponentially, and at Messung, we aim to stay ahead of the curve.

Hotels

Commercial Spaces

With Zennio, based out of Spain, we provide KNX-based automation solutions. These
sophisticated customizable solutions offer control over light, climate, curtain, security,
and energy management. We also offer comprehensive solutions to hotels improving
the guest experience and ease of maintenance.

Villas

Offices

Messung also offers high-end visualization and control solutions for homes and office
spaces. Solutions include scheduling, conferencing and monitoring solutions for offices,
and A/V multi-room audio and synchronized smart control solutions for homes.

Restaurants

Institutes

A Broad Range of Solutions
Personalizable Touch Panels
Experience your home, office, or hotel the way you want it. With our vast range of solutions, you
can fulfill your every requirement. The touch panels are fully customizable to satisfy the design
needs of any automation project needing touch panels with a customized aesthetics, either by
branding or aesthetic coherence with the environment.
You can select a color or add an image as a background, modify the color and shape of the
tactile areas and LED indicators, or add graphic elements intuitively. A complete set of icons is
available, along with the ability to add text to complete your design. You can also customize the
functionalities, which means you choose what happens when you click a button. The designs
are printed on high strength tempered glass giving it a classy look and robustness.

Z35
Sophistication in every detail. Z35 enriches any interior with personalization and
its convenient functionalities. The touch panel has a 3.5” display, proximity sensor,
temperature probe, and thermostat.
Z35 can have up to 42 customizable controls spread over 7 pages with a user-friendly
interface. When not in use, the screen shows date, time, and temperature giving a
minimalist look. As the user approaches the panel, it automatically displays the menu
thanks to the proximity sensor.
The brightness is regulated by the ambient luminosity sensor. Moreover, it
incorporates four analog-digital inputs that may be configured as binary inputs for
sensors and potential-free push-buttons, as temperature probe inputs or as motion
sensor inputs.
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

ZVI-Z35-A
(86 x 86 x 10 mm)

Z41 PRO
Z41 Pro is an elegant capacitive touch panel with up to 96 control functions. It can control
every feature of your home from temperature to lighting to security.
A simplistic and timeless design that integrates powerful functionalities with aesthetic
brilliance. It pushes the possibilities with home solutions. Its 4.1” high-definition screen is
comfortable to operate, and you can choose the orientation—landscape or portrait. With up
to 96 control functions, it can include every functionality you’ll ever need.
Z41 Pro includes an internal clock with battery, USB port for program updates, and two
analog-digital inputs for excellent functionality. With Z41 remote, you can extend the same
functionalities to your iOS or Android smartphones. You can receive alerts and notifications
for alarms triggered in your home and take appropriate actions from anywhere.
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

ZVI-Z41PRO-A
(123 x 90 x 13 mm)

Flat Display
The backlighted capacitive touch panel in Flat family comes with a proximity sensor,
flat design (9mm), and total customization.
Everyone can create unique compositions, including images, icons, texts, or logos,
which are printed on a high-strength tempered glass. Room control is simple with the
five buttons available, and up to eight indicators can be shown on its 2.4” display.
The backlighted icons for buttons regulate their brightness with the included ambient
luminosity sensor and attenuate when the user is not detected by the proximity
sensor.
Flat Display includes an internal temperature probe and thermostat, as well as 2
analog-digital inputs that may be configured for potential-free sensors and pushbuttons, temperature probes, or motion sensors.
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

ZVI-FD
(81 x 81 x 9 mm)

Flat 1/2/4/6
The backlighted capacitive touch switches in the Flat family comes with a proximity
sensor, flat design (9mm), and total customization.
Make the touch panel uniquely yours with personalized compositions, including
images, icons, text, or logos, which are printed on a high-strength tempered glass. The
touch panels come with 1, 2, 4, or 6 configurable buttons and backlighted icons, which
regulate their brightness with the included ambient luminosity sensor and attenuate
when the user is not detected by the proximity sensor.
Flat 1/2/4/6 incorporates an internal temperature probe and thermostat, as well as
two analog-digital inputs that may be configured for potential-free sensors and pushbuttons, temperature probes, or motion sensors.
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

Standard Design Options:

ZVI-F6
(81 x 81 x 9 mm)

Flat 55 Series
The backlighted capacitive touch panel with a round display in Flat 55 family
(standard frames 55x55mm), proximity sensor, flat design (9mm), in standard colors,
or total customization.
The 55 series customizable keypads are made to be fitted in socket frames along
with the switch socket and USB. These switches are only 55*55mm in size and are
Ideally used near the bedside or in office cubicles; these capacitive touch devices
are available in 1, 2, 4 button as well as a display variant for thermostat functionality.
We recommend using Jung frames with the 55 series though it fits in any frame that
accommodates a 55*55mm device.
Features include: Backlit icons with proximity sensors, temperature probe, 2 analogdigital inputs. The display variant of the 55 series comes with a 1.8” OLED display.
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

Standard Design Options:

ZVI-F55D
(55 x 55 x 9 mm)

TMD Display One
TMD-Display One is a room controller with a 1.8” backlighted display that will cause the
desired aesthetic impression in any ambiance.
Remarkably simple. Surprisingly personalizable. TMDs can match any interior, design, color,
and texture. You can customize the device’s look and functionality with infinite possibilities.
Control climate, audio, shutters, and lights all through an intuitive and modern touch panel
with eight buttons.
It also includes thermostat function, internal temperature probe, and two analog/digital
inputs.
Also available in Metal frames (Chrome, Gold Frame Upgrade).
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

ZVI-TMDD-P
(123 x 90 x 12 mm)

TMD Plus
TMD Plus is a KNX switch with capacitive buttons that satisfies the design requirements
of any building thanks to its total customization.
Experience the rich aesthetics of TMD Plus available in 4, 6, or 8 buttons. The functionality
of switches can be personalized as per requirement. Moreover, TMD Plus has five LEDs that
can be used as additional buttons to assign direct functions. The look and feel of TMD Plus
can be customized with unique compositions, including images, icons, texts, or logos, and
you can also decide its orientation—landscape or portrait. It also has thermostats, internal
temperature probe, and two-analog-digital inputs.
Also available in Metal frames (Chrome, Gold Frame Upgrade).
Accessories (sold separately): Temperature probe and motion sensor.

Standard Design Options:

ZVI-TMDP8-P
(123 x 90 x 12 mm)

Access Control

IWAC Display
Zennio’s customizable access controller for hotels identifies guests for room access through
NFC card, allowing or denying admission to the room or certain common areas according to
their permissions.
Room number or name can be shown on its 2.4” OLED display, as well as ‘Do-Not-Disturb’ or
‘Make-Up-Room’ status and access information in multiple languages. Each hotel can create
unique compositions, including images, icons, texts, or logos, which are printed on a highstrength tempered glass. This customization shows or hides up to 3 available buttons, which
could be used for the doorbell, corridor lighting control, or specific hotel staff functions.
In addition, it incorporates two analog-digital inputs that may be configured for potentialfree sensors and push-buttons, temperature probes, or motion sensors. The door opening is
secured thanks to Securel (ref. ZIO-SEC), an encrypted relay placed inside the room (safe area).
Zennio Server is required.

Standard Design Options:

ZVIIWACDV3
(81 x 81 x 9 mm)

Actuators

Power Supply and Sensor

ZPR1612

ZPS - 160/320/640mA

• A multifunction device with KNX power supply, IP gateway, relay outputs, and binary
inputs
• It has 640mA power supply, a KNX-IP Interface, a climate controller with up to 4
independent thermostats, a logical module and a multifunction actuator with 12 inputs
and 16 outputs (16A C-Load)
• 4 different configurable channels - shutter channels (up to 8), individual outputs (up
to 16) and 2/4-pipe fan coil controls (up to 2)
• Short-circuit and overvoltage protection
• Reset button and overload status LED
• KNXnet/IP tunneling protocol (up to 5 connections)
• 12 analog/digital inputs for the motion sensor, door contact, conventional
switches, etc
• A must-have device for any Residential, commercial or Hotel application
• Mounting – 12 DIN units

• KNX power supply available with 160, 320 and 640mA
• It supports Max consumption of 640mA, i.e., up to 64 KNX devices. More than 64,
require additional power supply with line coupler to connect them to have a single
KNX line
• Generate and feed 29 VDC to all products. Vin 230 VAC
• Reset button and overload status LED
• Short-circuit and overload protection
• Mounting – 160mA – 2 DIN units, 320mA and 640mA – 4.5 DIN units

ZIO – MB 24/16/08/04/02

ZPD – C30L (KNX Sensor)

• Multifunction Actuator series with Max 24 channels and Min 2 channels.
• 16A load capacity (up to 3500W) per channel
• Highly suitable for common loads, fluorescent lighting loads or shutter motors
• One controller for all – can be used for lights, curtains, fan on/off, AC on/off,
boiler on/off, FCU valve and fan speed, etc. simultaneously
• Possibility of connecting different phases in adjacent outputs
• High load capacity and multifunction capability make the product more
robust, reliable and easy to use in various segment
• Precise installation information on the product, manual push-button, testing, and
the status indication is available for a hassle-free installation
• Mounting – 2 to 12 DIN units

• KNX Presence detector with luminosity detection
• 360 deg detection with 4 inbuilt sensors in each direction having a 30 m diameter
detection area
• Calibration of luminosity sensor for workstations and constant luminosity regulation
• Enabling/disabling detection LED indicators by parameter
• HVAC control with a filter that makes the HVAC machine turn on only when room
presence is detected continuously, avoiding turning it on during a short time
• Logical programming with door contact, HVAC function, lights intensity, shutter
control is possible

Lighting Solution

DALI solution

Dimmers and Mood Lighting

ZDI - DLI (DALI Interface)
• KNX-DALI interface to control up to 64 ballasts which can be associated in up to 32
groups of different sizes
• Its 1.54” display shows error indication for each ballast
• External power supply of 110/230V 50/60HZ
• Data saving on KNX bus failure
• Manual control through buttons and status indication through the display
• A perfect solution for lighting in corporate office reception, workstations, passages,
lobbies to achieve Max. dimming with Min. wiring
• Can be used for Tunable light for 16 groups and 16 independent light controls
• Possibility to integrate with luminosity sensor and HVAC system over KNX to
implement Daylight Harvesting in an office to reduce the energy consumption
significantly
• Mounting – 4.5 DIN units

ZDIDB DX4/DX2/DX1 (Universal Dimmer)
• Universal Dimmer for lights available in 04/02/01 channels
• Automation detection for RLC load type also detects frequency automatically
• Dimming pattern selection for CFL and LED lamps
• Manual push button on the device for dimming control
• Up to 300W per channel for any load CFL, RLC or LED lamps
• Precise installation information on product, testing, and status indication is available
for a hassle-free installation
• Mounting – 2 to 8 DIN units

ZDI – DLB 4/6 (DALI Broadcast)

ZN1IO – RGB X3/X4/DX4 (Lumento)

• KNX Interface to control up to 6 channels of up to 20 ballasts with broadcast
commands. (for DLB4, up to 4 channels of up to 20 ballasts)
• Possibility to control up to 10 scenes/sequences for each channel
• Allows manual control and status indicator LEDs for each channel
• Ballast replacement allowed with automatic detection
• External 110-230VAC 50/60Hz power supply
• Highly suitable for long corridors, passages, pathways, lobbies, etc.
it can also be used in Residences
• Mounting – 4.5 DIN units

• 3 channel LED and 4 channel LED dimming solution
• Based on varying the voltage by Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
• Load type – 12/24 VDC LED, Regulation – constant voltage, Max current/channel
– • 2.5A (for DX4, 6A per channel) Auxiliary power – 12/24 VDC
• Different control ways - on/off, relative dimming and absolute dimming
Independent channel control and color selection objects (only for RGB), status
objects, several custom on/off, timers, scenes/sequences
• Testing and programming LED, terminal for external supply, terminal for LED control
and KNX connector block available on the product
• Flexible mounting – false ceiling, cove, duct (for DX4, DIN mount)

Climate & Universal Interfaces

Energy Monitoring
ZN1AC-CST60

KLIC – DI/MITT V2/LG1/FJ/TS/PA
• KNX to HVAC gateway for seamless integration with AC
• Available for Daikin, Mitsubishi, LG, Toshiba, Panasonic and Fujitsu as of now
• It has bidirectional communication with various brands of ACs over KNX
• It allows on/off, setpoint temperature, mode selection, fan speed, swing control
• It also provides advanced functions like set point limits, automatic switch-off,
scenes, etc.
• Communication with each indoor unit and in case of failure, particular indoor won’t
work but will not affect others as it happens with the system which controls outdoor
instead of indoor
• It also has 2 analog-binary inputs for the motion sensor, dry contact for switches,
temperature probe, etc
• Safe, reliable and easy installation
• Mounting – inside each indoor unit or DB or junction box

KES (KNX Energy Saver)

Energy Saving

• KES is Zennio’s contribution to reducing energy consumption.
• It allows the measurement of instantaneous electric power and the energy consumed
by up to three different monophase circuits or a single triphase circuit.
• In addition, KES provides information about the corresponding CO2 emissions, and it
estimates the cost.
• Accessory: Current transformer ZN1AC-CST60.

ZN1AC-CST60
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System Devices

System
Devices
KNX-IP Router PLess

KNX-IP Interface PLess

Voice Control
Google Home

Alexa

Entertainment System
Siri

Home Theater
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Multi-Room Audio System
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Advanced Office
Solutions
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Office Solution

KNX Systems
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3.5”
Touch Panel

Customize
Control

Flat Switches
Conventional
Electrical
Accessories

KNX USB SC

Zennio Linecoupler
Linecoupler is the KNX line
coupling and line-repeating
solution. It connects lines with
galvanic isolation filter. Telegram
dropping to reduce traffic.

KNX 4.1”
Touch Panel

ZBMS/ZACCESS/
MVCH Solution for Hotel

Lighting
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Energy Saver
Curtain/Shades
after connecting to the computer.
It allows monitoring the KNX bus
with ETS.

At Messung, we offer complete automation and control solutions for homes, offices & hotels.

Processor

Graphical User Interface

CP4

4-Series Control Processor for Crestron Home™ OS

More controls, less complexity. Control your entire home from the intuitive and powerful
Crestron Touch Panel.

Provides a secure, high‑performance, rack‑mountable control processor and interface
for use with Crestron Home™ OS. Includes a full complement of onboard control ports to
handle larger home automation, home theater, multiroom video, and MDU (multi-dwelling
unit) applications. 4‑Series multicore CPU processor delivers remarkable speed and
performance.

Most bungalows, villas, and luxury homes have many aspects beyond just the Control of
lighting, climate, shutters that are automated. These homes usually have a good security
infrastructure with CCTV cameras interspersed around the home as well as a video door
system. They have a generator/UPS system that they want to maintain. Other elements
like, sprinkler systems are also present, or they want their entire home A/V system on their
smartphones. Users usually demand a central control point for all these facets of their
home in a user interface that they can customize to their requirements. For this solution,
Messung offers the best quality user interface and processor to offer complete control of
all the automation elements of the home.

CP3

4-Series Control Processor
for Crestron Home™ OS 3

3-Series Control System®
The Crestron® CP3 is an enterprise-class control system for residential, commercial, and
government applications. Featuring the 3-Series® control engine, the CP3 forms the core
of any modern networked home or commercial building, managing and integrating all
the disparate technologies throughout your facility to make life easier, greener, more
productive, and more enjoyable.

3-Series Control System®

RMC3

Crestron TSW-1060 B S
Crestron TSW-550 Series

TSW-560P-W-S

Crestron TSW-760 Series

3-Series® Room Media Controller
The Crestron® RMC3 is a compact and cost-effective 3-Series Control System® designed
to provide control and monitoring for a single display device, a small AV system, lighting
and shading, climate control, security, energy management, and many other specialized
applications. Its tiny form factor allows it to be placed just about anywhere with the option
to attach it to a flat surface or DIN rail using the mounting bracket provided.

Other Processors include: AP3, MC3, MC4

3-Series® Room Media Controller

Solution for Home Theater

Universal
Remote Control
The amazing TSR-310 is Crestron’s handheld remote reimagined. It combines all the best
elements of our previous generation with even more advanced functionality and superb
ergonomic design, incredible button feel, voice control, custom-engravable buttons, profiles
settings, and much more.

• 3” touch screen display
• Stunning resolution
• Rechargeable battery: 3–4 days between charges
• Incredible processing power
• Instantly connect via Wi-Fi® connectivity for high-bandwidth
communications without gateway
• Voice control
• Elegant, discreet charging station

Solution for Offices

Mercury

All you need to transform any room into a powerful conferencing and
collaboration space.
The built-in Crestron AirMedia gateway enables secure, wireless presentation
on the room display from a laptop, smartphone, or tablet; or connect directly via
HDMI.
Leverage the precision-engineered speaker and microphones inside Crestron
Mercury to enjoy phone calls that sound like everyone is in the same room.
Use the Bluetooth audio to pair with mobile phones, or the built-in full open SIP
conference phone to make calls.
Crestron Mercury connects directly with Microsoft Exchange® or Crestron
Fusion® to make room scheduling easy. The built-in graphics engine generates
an onscreen display of the room calendar and simple instructions for starting a
meeting.
• Full open SIP conference phone
• One-touch room booking and meeting joins
• Bluetooth® audio pairs with mobile phones
• High visibility mute indicator
• Supports any video conferencing service
—others lock you in to only one

• Unbelievable microphone & speaker quality
• Enterprise provisioning & management
• Built-in AirMedia® for wireless presentation
• Onscreen room availability and meeting details
• Built-in occupancy sensor for usage data &
automation

Room Scheduling
A stylish and versatile touch screen with 7” capacitive touch display, Smart
Graphics™, and multiple mounting options. Includes out-of-the-box room
scheduling for use with Crestron Fusion® Cloud Enterprise Management
Software and the Crestron® Hosted Scheduling Service.

AirBoard™
Turns your dry-erase board into an electronic whiteboard to enable
display of whiteboard content on any video screen, or view remotely in
any web browser. Open-platform compatible with any UC or VTC solution.
Automatically saves a snapshot of each change as you draw, and produces
a complete slide deck of session content.

Flex

NVX

Simple, affordable, flexible solutions for collaboration that drives the success
of your business.

A reliable, high‑performance AV over IP encoder or decoder that transports
4K60 4:4:4 video over standard Gigabit Ethernet with no perceptible latency
or loss of quality. Crestron NVX supports HDR10 and HDCP 2.2 with built‑in
scaling and video wall processing, USB and KVM routing, and optional fiber
connectivity. It provides a secure, scalable 4K signal routing solution for
enterprise and campus‑wide content distribution applications.

Crestron Flex. One solution that works for everyone. From deployment to video
conferencing. From the bottom line to the boardroom. Crestron Flex makes it work.
It is easy to deploy and manage with few wiring requirements. Crestron XiO Cloud™
service makes managing, monitoring, and evolving your Crestron Flex solution simple
and efficient. It delivers one-touch simplicity in every room. One seamless experience
everywhere.

Smart Soundbar

Fliptops

An incredible front‑of‑room device, the Crestron® UC Video Conference
Smart Soundbar & Camera (UC-SB1-CAM) eliminates the need to install
additional microphones, speakers, or cameras. Mounted on the wall
or placed on a credenza beneath the main room display(s), the smart
soundbar looks great and sounds even better in any small to medium‑sized
meeting space.

Next-generation FT2 Series FlipTop™ connectivity solutions make
it easier than ever to get connected at a conference room
Table or lectern while concealing all connections and
cables inside stunning new industrial designs.

Crestron Office Solutions

Crestron Airboard: Whiteboard Capture System

Crestron’s wide range of workplace solutions offers all-in-one meeting tools, wireless presentation solutions, real-time meeting rooms’ status
tracker, and other collaboration tools.

It turns your dry-erase board into an electronic whiteboard to enable the display of whiteboard content on any video screen, or view remotely in
any web browser. It also automatically saves a snapshot of each change as you draw, and produces a complete slide deck of session content.

Our Esteemed Clients
Real Estate Projects

Hospitality Projects

Commercial Office Projects

automation & controls

Industrial Automation
Building & Infrastructure Automation
Home, Office & Hotel Automation

electrical engineering
Power Distribution Systems

workplace technology
Workplace Ergonomics
Test & Measuring
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